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This presentation will cover the RPC adapter and support for feeds as part of the 

connectivity included in the IBM WebSphere Application Server Feature Pack for Web 2.0. 
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The presentation will touch on the RPC adapter and some of the included sample 

applications. 
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This section covers the RPC adapter 
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Before you understand the RPC adapter, you will need to know a little bit about Web-

remoting. Web-remoting is a pattern that provides support for JavaScript or client side 

code to directly invoke server side logic. There are a few implementations of this pattern in 

Java, besides the current IBM one. DWR and the JSON-RPC-Java implementations are 

examples. DWR allows JavaScript in a browser to interact with Java on a server and helps 

you manipulate Web pages with the results. JSON-RPC-Java is based on the JSON-RPC 

specification.  
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IBM’s Web remoting implementation is the RPC-adapter. The RPC adapter is designed to 

help developers create command-based services quickly and easily in a manner that 

complements programming styles for Ajax applications and other lightweight clients. 

Implemented as a generic servlet, the RPC adapter provides an HTTP interface to 

registered EJBs. The generic servlet can be configured to handle problems of exposing 

existing server-side code as a service such as URI scheme, parameter parsing and data 

marshalling. 
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This picture shows the RPC adapter architecture. As mentioned earlier, the RPC adapter 

provides an HTTP interface to registered beans. It will de-serialize the input and call the 

corresponding method in the Java bean. It will also serialize the output from the Java bean 

to JSON/XML format. 

The RPC adapter currently supports two RPC protocols:  

One is the "HTTP RPC", which encodes RPC invocations as URLs with query parameters 

(for HTTP GET) or form parameters (for HTTP POST)  

The other is the "JSON-RPC", supporting the SMD service descriptor employed by Dojo's 

dojo.rpc.JsonService API.  

In HTTP RPC, invocations are made using URLs with query parameters or form 

parameters. The RPC adapter will intercept the URL and deserialize the URL to get 

service name, method name and input parameters. Using this information the RPC 

adapter will invoke the corresponding method of the matching Java Bean. 

On the other hand, in JSON-RPC, method invocation is made using JSON objects. The 

response generated will also be a JSON object. The registered Java Bean can be 

accessed through Dojo's JSON-RPC API. 
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In this RPC adapter example the input is a URL which is a request for an emplyoyee ID 

which goes through the RPC Adapter. The adapter exposes getEmployeeById method and 

the output is an xml or JSON output 
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In JSON-RPC, method invocation is made using JSON objects. The generated response 

will be a JSON object and the registered Java Bean can be accessed through Dojo's 

JSON-RPC API. 

The example shown shows the JSON-RPC method and how easy it is to create JSON 

objects. 
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Some of the features for the RPC adapter include white listing, black listing and validators. 

With White Listing and Black Listing, you can add a set of methods in a POJO service to 

either list. White or black listing is done using the filter attribute of the methods element in 

the POJO element. The values of the filter can be white listing and black listing. If the filter 

is not specified then all the methods are listed. All methods are accessible using the RPC 

adapter. If the methods element of a POJO service is not specified, or the filter attribute is 

not specified for the methods element, then by default all methods are white listed.  

Validators are defined by using the validators element in the RPC adapter.  You can 

specify a set of validators for individual POJO services. Before the method invocation, 

validate methods of all specified validators are called on the attributes of the methods 

which have references to at least one validator. All validators should extend the abstract 

class com.ibm.websphere.rpcadapter.Validator. Another way of validating is by using 

regular expressions. The validation-regex element can be used to specify regular 

expressions that should match the parameter values. If the parameter values are not 

matching the regular expression, then a validation error is thrown.  
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Some of the RPC adapter Best practices include accessing enterprise beans. A Java Bean 

"accessor" can be implemented as a means to integrate an EJB with the RPC adapter. For 

example, the getItems method of the PlantsByWebSphere Catalog EJB can be exposed 

through the RPC adapter by a Java Bean accessor. 
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In the given example, note that CatalogHome is cached as a static field so that it can be 

reused to create new instances. Instances of Catalog are created in the no-arg constructor 

of the Java Bean, then used in the getItems method.  
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Another feature of the RPC adapter is that it contains logic in that some commands are 

developed without the expectation of being exposed directly as services. In such cases, a 

Java Bean accessor can be developed to contain the implied logic. For example, the 

ShoppingCart EJB in the PlantsByWebSphere sample includes an addItem(StoreItem 

item) method. The StoreItem object includes the item price. 
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This is an example of an end-to-end scenario of Java with Ajax using Web remoting. The 

sample is a courier application using Web-remoting to auto-populate address details when 

a postal code is selected. The addresslookup Java bean is registered with RPC adapter 

through RPCadapterConfig.xml. CourierService.jsp is a simple jsp page that captures 

address details. When a postal code is selected from the postalcode list, the page uses 

the RPC adapter to autopopulate the corresponding address details. 
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Installation of the RPC adapter library is dependent on how the application that uses it is 

packaged and works. This stand-alone library can be used with Web applications or 

Enterprise Applications that need to invoke methods of Java objects from JavaScript. 
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Installing an RPC adapter within a J2EE Web application entails placing 

RpcadapterConfig.xml in the WEB-INF/lib directory of the Web application containing the 

Java Beans that you want to make accessible, then configuring Web.xml accordingly and 

starting the application server. You can then interact with the RPC adapter for information 

using a directory of URLs as listed on the next slide:  
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Once the Web.xml  has been configured, you can then interact with the RPC adapter 

using the directory of URLs that is shown here for your reference. 
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This is an image of RPCadapterConfig.xml. Note the validation class, the POJO name, 

and the methods filter. This file contains rules for the RPC adapter. Validators are defined 

by using validators element, and you can specify a set of validators for individual POJO 

services. 
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This image is a sample Web.xml deployment descriptor file. It defines several parameters 

that are used when the Web application is deployed. In this example, note the servlet 

class name and the URL pattern. 
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The RPC adapter uses the Jakarta Commons Logging facility. The Jakarta Commons 

Logging provides a logging framework that can integrate other logging facilities like log4j 

and java.util.logging. The logging configuration that you use will depend on the application 

server you are deploying the RPC adapter to.  

For WebSphere Application Server version 6.0 and version 6.1, the RPC adapter 

integrates with the WebSphere logging facility and supports ERROR level and DEBUG 

level logging. In this scenario, select the com.ibm.websphere.rpcadapter package under 

the Logging and Tracing panel then select finest to enable the DEBUG level logging.  

Other Application Servers such as WebSphere Application Server Community Edition use 

the log4j logging package. To add logging for the RPC adapter, edit the server-

log4j.properties file by adding the entry shown here. 
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For Eclipse plug-ins, link the Eclipse plug-in that has a runtime and compilation 

dependency on the RPC adapter API to the 'com.ibm.websphere.rpcadapter' Eclipse plug-

in. 

For Eclipse non-plug-in projects, link the Eclipse project that has a runtime and 

compilation dependency on the RPC adapter APIs as an External Jar dependency on the 

JAR file. The JAR file is provided in the 'com.ibm.websphere.rpcadapter' Eclipse plug-in. 
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The benefits of the RPC adapter are therefore to provide a lightweight Web endpoint 

which can expose methods of Java objects (EJB, PoJo, Web service proxies). RPC 

adapter can easily be invoked from Ajax applications using JSON or XML formats and it 

supports HTTP GET/POST mapping for methods. Additionally, it is enabled through simple 

configuration options without rewriting the original Java objects, EJB or Web services 
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There a few RPC adapter limitations listed here. Java Beans registered with the RPC 

adapter must have public no-arg constructors. The RPC adapter will instantiate the Java 

Beans, then invoke the specified method in response to RPC requests. Also, only 

"exportable" methods can be invoked through the RPC adapter. An exportable method is a 

public method that can be invoked by reflection from string input parameters. Specifically, 

this allows only methods with no arguments or arguments that are primitives (for example. 

boolean or int), objects that can be instantiated from a String or arrays of either. Also when 

you specify a parameter for a particular method in the xml file, you need to specify all the 

parameters for that method in the xml file. Additionally, there is no authentication and 

authorization support built in. Last but not least, certain scopes like 'Request', 'Session', 

'Application' and so on are not supported.  
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This section covers support for feeds. 
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Feeds are a mechanism to deliver content in a standardized specification format. Atom 

Syndication Format and RSS are two such specifications. Apache Abdera is an open-

source project that provides the feed support in WebSphere Application Server. Abdera 

supports the Atom syndication format, the Atom publishing protocol, and reading RSS 

content. 
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The IBM support for feeds uses the Apache Abdera libraries. The feature pack also 

includes a sample application that demonstrates the use of the feed support libraries. 
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The feed samples have been built to demonstrate the Atom and RSS support in Abdera, 

and the Atom Publishing Protocol support. With the samples, you can see how to create 

an Atom feed and use filtered or unfiltered reads of Atom content. The “Atom Publishing 

Protocol” sample shows how to create, update, delete, and retrieve entries in a feed. You 

also have the option to retrieve the service document for the deployed Abdera server and 

the associated feed  
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Valid Atom feeds are processed by Abdera, but RSS processing is still being introduced 

into Abdera, so some valid RSS feeds may not be processed. You can check the validity of 

a feed with the FeedValidator from the Web address listed here, or you can use curl to 

check if the feeds are being served correctly. The last option is to use the sample Java 

program provided to see if a feed can be processed. 
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The next section is a summary. 
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RPC adapter is designed to help developers create command-based services quickly and 

easily in a manner that complements programming styles for Ajax applications and other 

lightweight clients. Implemented as a generic Servlet, the RPC adapter provides an HTTP 

interface to registered EJBs. Finally, the feature pack uses the Apache Abdera libraries to 

support Atom and RSS Web feeds. 
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You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 

feedback. 
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